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THE TOP OF EGYPT 

things of the lasting hills ' ? For the climber, whether he be alone or one 
on a rope, the mountains enlarge his spectrum of sensations, and, like 
great organs of light and colour, they manifest, suddenly and decisively, 
their range ·of expression from fortissimo to pianissimo : from the 
glories of the open glacier to the beauties of the flower the scarlet 
pinhea .. d on the arctic mosses of Glencoe and the tiny blue Eritrichium 
nanum ·cushioned on a ten thousand foot ridge in Valais. Mountains 
bring hard muscular effort and quiet contemplative enjoyment into 
one convincing scheme. They span the years, within the lifetime of 
the climber, and also between young and old who climb together. In 
our spiritual history they form the true setting for the sublime, for the 
receiving of the Law, for the hearing of the Still Small Voice, for the 
sight of the Transfiguration. By what we experience in climbing 
them, humbly accepting their discipline, their reliability and their 
beauty, the hills help us to look for new and unsuspected unity in life. 
Physical barriers they may be, they yet establish enduring links of 
friendship between the nations. Switzerland remains the playground 
of Europe: she is more. Among the mountains of Switzerland has 
been preserved something precious ·during the ··recent years of war, 
where neutrality has meant not the easy role of the spectator, while 
other.s fought and died, but a self-imposed and imaginative service for 
mankind. What the Red Cross of Switzerland has ministered to 
freedom-loving peoples, to the prisoner, to the worker for liberty in 
the. enemy-occupied country, and indeed within the enemy country, 
is a story which is still too little ·known. Switzerland has given us the 
means to play : will she restore to Europe the way to live ? 

THE TOP OF EGYPT 1 

BY G. W. MURRAY 

' ... ·The lover, all as frantic 
Sees Helen' s beauty in a brow of Egypt.' 

I ' 

o those who climb the steep bordering cliffs of the Nile valley~ 
even to the daring spirits who fly over it, the Egyptian desert 
presents nothing more than a series of dreary limestone plateaux 

stretching to a far horizon. Hardly a dweller on the river suspe.cts the 
existence of that fantastic chain of mountains which the homeward 
bound voyagers see, jagged and blue against the sunset, as they leave 
the Red Sea for the Gulf of Suez. 

• 

Yet, from the great bend of the Nile at_ Qena, the head of Shayib el-
Banat, the highest mountain in Egypt, may be descried any clear 
dawn, though it soon fades away in the heat haze of the morning. In 

1 The first half of this article is abbreviated from an article published in 
Blackwood's Magazine. It is here reproduced with the courteous permission 
of the Editor, Blackwood's Magazine. · 
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all the wide circle that an eye can scan, a hundred miles in every direc
tion from his 7170-ft. summit, here at Qena alone it lights on palm 
trees, minarets and the houses of men. For the rest, a great cantle of 
the Eastern Desert of Egypt, much of the Gulf of Suez, the lofty Sinai 
ranges, the straits leading to the Gulf of 'Aqaba, tlie whole width of 
the Red Sea with the Arabian mountains beyond should all be visible : 
a landscape bright with every hue but green, distinct in detail to the 
furthest horizon, but lifeless as the fields of the moon. 

Once in twenty years snow does lie on our Egyptian summits for 
a day or so, and early travellers, such as Wellsted and Floyer, have 
brought back tales of Shayib glittering in a wintry mantle. But, 
though from the days of Herodotus vague stories of snow-topped 
ranges have drifted down from Ruwenzori to the land of the Pharaohs, 
no glimpse of a snowclad peak at their very doorsteps appears ever 
yet to have been caught by the fellahin. Indeed, to the thirsty inhabi
tants of Qena, one of the hottest towns in the world, even the name of 
ice must have been unknown until recent years. 

Never yet, so Arab tradition assured me, had the foot of man trodden 
this crowning summit of Egypt ; but, where man's courage had not 
availed to lead him, sisterly affection had found out the way and, 
fifty years before our visit, the first ascent had been achieved by a 
woman. Salima, a Bedouin girl of the 'Ababda, in searching for a half
witted sister, had climbed the mountain to the topmost pinnacle and 
seen the Nile cultivation across seventy miles of desert. The unfortu
nate halfwit was later taken up dead from the foot of some precipice. 

Poor Salima never married but spent the rest of her life wandering 
over the hills _ and gathering herbs with medicinal propertie~. Nor 
does the name, Shayib el-Banat, 'the Old Man of the Girls,' com
memorate her exploit but that of an earlier pair of 'young ladies who 
ran away from their parents and were retrieved at a little spring at the 
northern foot of the mountain. . 

In April 1922, when the mapping of the Red Sea coast was over for 
the season, my party moved into the hills and camped a few miles east 
of Shayib at Umm Dalfa, a tiny spring hidden beneath huge stones in 
an angle formed by two granite cliffs, rising abruptly from the plain 
and piled high to their summits with the same clumsy, rounded pachy
dermatous boulders that please by their quaintness at the .First Cataract. 
The sun was nearing the crest of one of these fantastic ridges and the 
ugly shapes of the rocks and their uglier shadows creeping towards our 
tents were so evil and hot and uncouth that it was easy to fancy gnomes 
or worse lurking among them. Hinting as much to a matter-of-fact 
Arab s·heikh at the well, he replied unconcernedly : ' Yes, our moun
tains are full of jinn but only a fellah would fear them. , Now, wolves 
are really dangerous.' · 

The sun vanished ·and, glancing up, I saw, peering at us over this 
diabolic rampart of Umm Dalfa itself a thousand feet high a vast 
red head, bathed still in sunlight : that of Shayib himself, serene, 
proud, confident, alpof and inaccessible. 
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THE TOP OF EGYPT 

· Next day we moved again and pitched our tents beside some white
blossomed Moringa trees at the southern foot of our mountain. Here, 
I added a. third to my string of guides, Salim, a lad from Umm Dalfa, 
who pretended as a child to have seen the famous Salima. 

The high serrated ridge of Shayib, eight miles long, towered here 
some sooo ft. above the seaward flowing Wadi Abu 'A bid and displayed 
three main summits: the ·western, a grand solitary cone; the central, 
a pair of savage pinnacles, which I dubbed ' Salima's darning needles ' ; 
and the eastern and highest, a ~onstrous webbed hand of seven smooth 
fingers, themselves unclimbable, but perhaps accessible by the chimneys 
between them.2 From this high, pinnacle-crowded crest there 
diverged again eastward two much smaller ridges, the paws, as it were, 
of a Sphinx couchant. 

Awdid, my hunter, was sent off first to give him a chance at the 
ibex ; then, after two hours, we started for a bivouac. First marched 
my youthful Fuzzy-Wuzzy guides, Salim and 'Ali Kheir ; then followed 
five porters bearing food, bedding and the theodolite, for I hoped to be 
able to take angles from the summit. Least, but not last, ran our 
mascot, the white terrier, Fox, once the pride of an Austrian 5 · 9-in. 
howitzer battery in Palestine, and now the captive of my bow and spear. 
With him in our midst we could hardly fail. 

By a charcoal-burners' route, pointed out by .Salim, we began to 
ascend on to the right paw of the Sphinx and, in an hour and twenty 
minutes from the Moringa trees we were standing on a col 4400 ft. 
above the sea, where a little dropped charcoal showed where the . 
burners had rested their loads. Thence we descended into the lap 
of the monster, a ravine full of boulders and wild fig trees, not unlike 
the bed of an Alpine torrent run dry. But the boulders were strangely 
red and, instead of grey hills and green larches, there rose all round us 
the seemingly inaccessible spires and domes of our adversary, the Old 
Man of the Girls. 

Presently we came to our first climbing difficulty a dry cataract in 
the ravine with the direct route blocked by a chockstone. This we 
evaded by climbing the wall to the right on very small holds. Most of 
the baggage had to be hauled up here on the rope and the theodolite 
bearers found this step the most anxious part of the mountain. 

Above this we. halted to let the hunter rejoin and whiled away the 
time with games. 'Ali Kheir engaged the sturdiest of the porters in 
cockfighting and, since both were firmly sea~ed in the gravel of the 
dried-up watercourse, neither could push the other over with his toes. 
Vainly they strove, the older and stronger man laughing at the youth's 
efforts to upset him. 'Ali said nothing, his eyes flashed and his fighting 
face grew worthy of Kipling's Fuzzies who ' broke a British square.' 
So strongly did he push with his feet that he sprained a toe and for a 

2 Shayib's western cone and double summit are well delineated in the 
illustration of an unnamed mountain on p. 106 of Mr. Robert Gibbings' Blue 
Angel and Whales. In the picture the valley to the right is the Wadi Abu 'Irn; 
the Wadi Abu 'Abid diverges almost unseen to the left. 
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moment I thought it was broken. Dismayed at the possible loss of 
my best guide I tried to part them but the perfervid 'Ali would 
not be parted. Finally, when he was quite exhausted,. his im
perturbable , opponent gently overturned him in the sand with a 
vigorous push. , 

Awdid rejoined us empty-handed and we went on past some rock 
basins brimming with rain water. Above the pool we left the ravine 
to avoid some dry cataracts in its bed and ascended by a spur on the 
right. Then we dropped down again into the ravine near its head and 
camped, finding water a few yards lower down in the gully. A beautiful 
pink serpent with red spots was drinking from it. 

Next morning, with nothing more exciting than toil and trouble, 
especially for poor limping 'Ali, we gained the foot of the colonnade, 
about 2 so fi. high, which forms the final crest of the mountain. As 
one looks at one's left hand with the fingers close together, the way to 
the tip of the middle finger lies up one of the two clefts on either side 
of it. So looked Shayib to us on April26, 1922, and, leaving behind the . 
porters of the carrying party, we commenced an assault on the chimney 
to the east or right of the main finger. There, a mistake in recon
noitring the proper route led to Fox's first experience of being roped. 
He protested volubly. Two years before, when I had been that 
cautious fellow, the solitary climber, I had met with checkmate in this 
chimney but, as Fox says, ' one dog is only a dog while two dogs are 
a pack,' and it was a ravening pack which now stormed after me up the 
chimney, finding no difficulty in it anywhere. 

So we came to a col where nothing separated us from the summit 
but a bare smooth boss of granite, sloping down at an angle of 5o 0 , 

which ended in a steep lip, some 20 ft. above our heads: Here we 
were checked. Salim it was who first espied a minor pillar adhering 
to the main finger on the north and up the crack between them a sort 
of race now started. At the top we halted to recover our breath and 
gaze at the summit, now only some 40 ft. above us. Sitting on a stone 
wedged between the two pillars I saw, 12ft. above me, a crevice and 
to the right of this and overhanging a 7o-ft. drop, two cavities, one above 
the other, in the granite. It seemed just possible· that an active man 
might, holding by the crevice, manreuvre his body into the lower of 
these two cavities, and I thre~ out the suggestion to 'Ali as the tallest 
and most adventurous of our rather stunted party. 

After discussing the matter we all felt that the situation was not 
being improved by our staring at it. So the sturdy Awdid, the ibex 
hunter, proceeded . to set his feet on my stone and crouch against the 
main finger so as to form a step for his comrade. First he glanced at 
the 70-ft. drop two inches from his right foot and then at the eager 
'Ali, who was girding himself with the rope, all lameness now forgotten. 

' Let's give it up,' said matter-of-fact Awdid, fearing for his friend. 
' Rubbish ! ' replied 'Ali, mounting to the assault. 
As Awdid now rose slowly to his full height, so Ali's black mop of 

hair and slender arms rose towards the coveted crevice. Would they 

• 
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reach? No, they wouldn't. Hope and fear fluttered alternately 
through my heart. In desperation 'Ali clung to something invisible 
and Awdid pushed at his heels with might and main. Now his right 
hand was in the crevice, now his left ; a scramble and he was in the 
lower hollow . . Thence he darted to the second, which was almost 
a cave. A check! He couldn't get out over its lip. On again; he 
has found a hole in the roof and fallen back through it 1 It seemed 
an hour before he finally wriggled up through that hole and vanished 
from our sight on to the smooth red dome. 

A loud scream of triumph now proclaimed that ' Ali Kheir of the 
Hareinab 'Ababda had set foot where no man had ever trodden befo.re. 
We almost fell over each other down our crack and back to the smooth 
eastern face down which the rope was already coiling. 

' Make it fast, 'Ali ! ' we yelled. 
' I can't, it's all smooth,' he answered. 

• 

When the full length, 90 ft., had been run out, Salim tied the end 
round his waist and made a dash at the lip, 20ft. above us. 'Ali pulled 
at him with a will and we stood ready to catch if 'Ali got tired. Salim 

_hung a moment at the lip, then he was over. For the rest of the way 
he walked with only the sl~ghtest pull from 'Ali above. I followe4, 
·then Muhammad el-Sayyid the head chairman. Next came the dog, 
tied by Awdid to the end of the rope. Poor Foxy yelped as he swung 
in the air at the lip. Then, at my whistle, he proved four legs to be 
better than two by scampering up the rest of the smooth face with the 
rope trailing in a bight behind him, while 'Ali laughed too heartily to 
be able to haul in the slack. Last came the sturdy ibex hunter, and 
six beings now peopled the roomy summit. 

The distant view was decidedly hazy and the idea of bringing up 
the theodolite had to be abandoned. The Sinai hills showed dimly 
through a shroud of mist, but neither the Arabian mountains nor 
the Nile could be seen. Everything near at hand was dwarfed to 
insignificance, even the great black ridge of Kohila and the broken red 
fang of Qattar. 

I took a photograph and scribbled our names on a paper, though 
Salim protested at this as witchcraft likely to prejudice future rainfall. 
Then came the problem of finding stones for a cairn. This was solved 
by craning over at the south-western corner and pulling them out of 
a fissure. Exploration of this fissure revealed an easy way down, 
possibly Salima's, on the far side, no more difficult than Broad Stand 
on Scafell. 'Ali and Awdid let us down by the rope to the place from 
which we had come and then, with Fox in their arms, speedily rejoined 
us by the new route. We found the chimney harder to get down than 
to climb up but, once at its base, little ro-lb. Fox raised a ribald laugh 
by taking possession in formal canine fashion of the million ton mono
lith on whose summit he had so recently been running about. The 
<Jay ·was over for all but the tireless Awdid who went off with my shot
gun and some home made slugs and came back with an ibex. Everyone 
in camp feast~d royally that night, especially Fox. 

\ ' 
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Three days later, from the high black crest of Nuqara, I looked 
down on a widespread landscape of barren peaks and valleys, veined 
with rivers of golden sand. Seawards, white horses thronged the 
broad blue levels and the gale covered the fringing reef with surf. 
yet, aloft on our crags, not a breath stirred the air and the sun burned 
down from a cloudless vault. The clear weather had come at last. 
Forty miles away, Shayib and his pinnacles lay on the northern horizon 
like a vast red cathedral. Through the telescope I could just descry 
on the domed top of the highest, pillar of his awful ultimate colonnade 
something infinitely small, the badge of his servitude. 

' Look I ' said I to shock-headed 'Ali. ' There is our cairn.' 

II 

Twenty-one years after Shayib had been scaled by 'Ali Kheir, and 
four since I had last set foot on a mountain top the Alphubel a 
sudden nostalgia seized me and, tired of the world and the war news, 
of my office and the map of Egypt, I sent out Muhammad el-Sayyid 
with a long telegram to Khalaf, one of my assistants, and ten shillings 
over and above its cost to buy as big an Egyptian flag as could be got 
for the money. 

' That's for the Old Man of the Girls,' I cried when he returned. 
' Are you game to climb it again with me ? ' But Muhammad grinned 
sheepishly and opined that he was now too old for that sort of thing. 

So the 1st of May, 1943, saw my wife and myself, King Odd and 
Prince Worricow our Airedales, speeding south through Egypt to a 
rendezvous wit9 Khalaf our.avowed intention being to do a fortnight's 
mapping to the south of Shayib in a region where wolfram mining was 
going on and my secret purpose to see whether stiffening limbs might 
not even yet bear a gross overgrown body up to his summit. If so, 
I proposed to set up a theodolite upon it to settle the question of his 
exact height for once and all. 

From Qena we ran over a newly tarred road to the sea while heavy 
goods trains from Safaga came puffing up to meet us. For that harbour 
was enjoying the thrilling but ephemeral existence of an alternative 
port to much-bombed Suez. From the waters of its bay sprouted the 
mast and funnel of a giant dredger, bombed and sunk at her moorings 
with seventy of her crew still between decks. 

Khalaf met us there as agreed upon and together we followed up the 
White Wadi Fatira till we passed the dead Roman town of Mons 
Claudianus and pitched our tents a m~le short of the Nile-Red Sea 
watershed. Here we began our map. 

A wizened little Bisharin, a self-styled' guide,' was culled by Khalaf 
from a family .who had been driven to this debatable land between the 
Arabs and the African Bedouin by the great famine of 1889. He gave 
us the information that no rain at all had fallen for three years and that 
it was in the highest degree unlikely that there was water anywhere on 
the mountain. 

I 
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This news decided me to abandon the route pioneered by us in 1922 
and all idea of a bivouac on the mou~tain. Instead I resolved to essay 
an ascent and descent by dropping from our ' camp on the Nile side of 
the watershed into the upper reaches of the Wadi Abu 'Abid, clamber
ing up that wadi to its head and crossing over into a ravine called the 
Dell of Thorns whence we could attack Shayib from the rear. Three 
parties had climbed the Old Man since our first ascent and, since 
they bad reported no climbing difficulties anywhere, I presumed they 
had not repeated our early route. One great advantage our porters 
possessed over those of 1922: the modern glass theodolite, designed 
by Wildr weighs only 12 lb., as against the 70 lb. or more of the cum
brous old gunmetal instruments. For them mountain climbing has 
been ~educed from hard labour to a healthy sport, and nowhere do 
they bless St. Wild more for this than in his native Switzerland. Much 
water would have to be carried with us, but fortunately it was the coolest 
May for years. 

In the early hours of May 13, two cars conveyed our party to the 
watershed between the Ni1eward-running Fatira and the seaward
running Abu 'A bid and, still in the dark, we set off. The ' guide ' 
lost his way from the start and two hours' scrambling over heavy scree 
only brought us to a steep couloir at the head of Abu 'Abid, whence we 
issued out on to a surprising little plain with· banks very like moraines 
at the head of the D·ell of Thorns. Here we had a' brew-up.' 

There stood before us now a range of granite peaks, each still nearly 
3000 ft. above us, and, pointing to the righthand one, the younger 
members of the party danced with glee at the prospect. ' Shayib is 
fallen ! Shayib is fallen ! ' they ·cried. But 'Ali and I knew well that 
this was not the Old Man himself, but only his western cone and that 
a parallel row of even higher granite giants must stand behind. So we 
set out to pass these defenders by the leftmost gap in their ranks, and 
some breathless scrambling up the steep mountainside followed. 

As the morning wore on and we rose higher into the further glen 
between the two ranks of pinnacles, the medley of granite giants at its 
head became more and more confusing. Presently the ' guide ' and 
Khalaf's ·appalling1y energetic clerk who. bore the green gonfalon made 
off on a line of their own. But 'Ali steered us steadfastly on towards the 
base of a very high tower which presented a most uncompromisingly 
black countenance towards us. No possible way up it could we see, 
but where else could be the summit ? · 

After three hours of ascent from the plain at the head of the Dell of 
Thorns we arrived on a boulder-strewn col between this pinnacle and 
a lesser one to the left of it and halted on the verge of an abrupt descent 
plunging down before us to the far away depths of Wadi Abu 'Irn, 
4000 ft. below. 'Ali and I remained convinced that the true summit 
must be somewhere to our right, and to our right we accordingly turned 
to seek it. To our successors I may· say that we should have descended 
,50ft. towards Wadi Abu 'Irn before doing so. On this side the poker
faced giant was cracked and in the crack two bushes were growing. · 

• 
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Above the bushes Abu Zaid, 'Ali's young cousin, had disappeared 
and presently his voice answered our shouts, though it seemed strangely 
far away and entirely unintelligible. But it did not appear that he was 
coming down again, so, taking this to be a good sign, I ascended. At 
the top of the crack I found myself with Abu Zaid on the bald forehead 
of the giant who had turned his blank face on us for so long.3 He 
had a ·twin. Fifty yards away in the south the huge smooth red real 
summit crowned with our paltry cairn rose up out of an abyss. I asked 
Abu Zaid what he thought of the chasm that still yawned before us. 

' It's all right,' replied the grinning imp. ' I've been over to the 
cairn and back ! ' 

To cut a long story short, by I I .30 we and our advance guard of 
'Ababda were all grouped round the cairn and spreading ourselves out 
to enjoy the view. We had roped for form's sake but no real difficulty 
had been encountered, although at the topmost lip the men had had 
'to give me a hand over the edge. An easy descent to the boulder
strewn col lay apparent and our excursion over the blank-faced giant 
was·revealed as entirely superfluous.. Upon his summit next appeared 
the anxious and futile ' guide ' and the indefatigable standard bearer, 
rather out of breath after all the various' summits 'he had been led to. 
Soon they were with us and' Young Egypt,' Khalafcame next, bubbling 
over with excitement, for Shayib was his first mountain. Snatching 
the green flag from his assistant the burly Khalaf executed a step
dance on Shayib's smooth summit that would have shaken the com
posure of many a less substantial peak. Then, to my surprise and no 
small gratification, he shouted for three cheers for myself and three more 
for my wife. In that Oriental and ungallant order they were given 
with a will. · 

The world was wonderfully clear and the view that had been denied 
to me twenty years before was ours today. The Nile and its cultiva
tion were i#ndeed buried in haze, but the tall cliffs beyon~ it near 
Dandara Temple could be faintly made out. In the north the peaks 
of Gharib in Egypt and Serbal in Sinai had caught the sun and loomed 
pink and dim above the mists. All the rest of the Sinai peninsula 
lay grandly clear on the water like a dark blue sword blade. Notches 
and jags in its rim were Umm Shomar, a big jag that; Rimhan, 
El-Thabt and their fellows. A great bank of cloud veiled the Arabian 
coast but, soaring high away above it, appeared. the blue crest of Lauz, 
tl?.e 'Almond Mountain,' I6o miles away, and-one other peak to the 
south of it, probably Dibbagh. Crossing back to · Africa, Abu Tuyur 
and the little hills north and south of the Qena-Quseir road completed 
the circle. 

It was a view to meditate over and I meditated, Sfeing it not only on 
the surface but in that depth which is tiine. And eager memories 
overflowed those bounds ; behind Dandara lay the Libyan Desert and 
the Chephren quarries ; behind Abu Tuyur the Emerald Mountains 

. 
8 For this second summit of Shayib I propose the name of Punta Tregenza, 

after Mr. L. A. Tregenta who first ascended it shortly before the war. 
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and the Sudan ; behind Umm Shomar all Sinai and Palestine too. Of 
the six who had stormed this summit twenty years ago (our route 
dropped sleek and repellent from my feet) Salim was dead, Fox was 
dead (I could not help a tear) and Awdid in a far country. Muhammad 
el-Sayyid was alive enough, but he was down in camp trying to make 
us out through field-glasses. Only two remained and to none of the 
others on that gaunt and sunburnt rock did the panorama mean any
thing like so much as to 'Ali and to me. As to men drowning, the 
past lay before us and, though we were not yet drowned, the waters 
of old age and forgetfulness were lapping our knees. Another twenty 
years and these everlasting hil~s and multitudinous valleys would be 
here without us. 

I glanced over at Khalaf, busy with the observations I should have 
taken years ago and thought of him and as much of the future as he 
was likely to grasp. Would he too, after a lifetime of peering through 
an inverting telescope see mankind as topsy turvy as I see them? 
Would his world be all dwarfed and distant and the human race just 
so many microbes? I thought not. Khalaf's fifteen stone of bone 
and muscle looked confidently sane to me. 

Presently he had finished and the little cairn was rebuilt round the 
staff of the green flag. Two · 303 cartridges had been found in the 
cairn, relics of the second ascent by Captains Macdonald and Groves 
of the Camel Corps in 1923. Abu Zaid pocketed them they might 
yet slay gazelle or ibex. A third ascent had been made by Mr. Tregenza 
of Qena in 1934, and a fourth by Madame Escher and her guides in 
1937. Ours was only the fifth visit to the mountains in twenty-one 
years. 

Four hours of descent followed the 'Ababda flitting like sprites 
over the boulders that our civilised feet were never quite sure of. This 
came to an end at dusk with the toil up out of the Wadi Abu 'Abid and 
over into the Nileward half of Egypt, whence the impatient cars sped 
us home over sandy plains between red towering mountains all hot 
light and warm shade. At the tents Odd and Worricow came bounding 
to meet us and to the stay at home throng we triumphantly pointed out 
the brave little green flag of Egypt waving its witness to the victory of 
the noontide. 

That was the last of our happy hours. From that day on the desert 
was to turn on me as chill and blank a countenance as the Old Man 
had for so long that morning. For 'Ali Kheir had climbed his last 
mountain and viewed his last panorama. Before the next season began, 
he descended to the Nile· valley, caught malaria from the epidemic 
that was then ravaging Upper Egypt and returned to his hills only to 
die. His son now marches in his place at the head of one of our 
Survey parties. 

' 
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